RIVER AND COASTAL URBANISM DIALOGUES

Spring 2019

The Yamuna River Project in India and Louisiana Coastal and Riverine Cities Exchange

Tuesday, March 12 | 1 pm - 4:45 pm
Richardson Memorial Hall, Room 201
Tulane School of Architecture

This dialogue intends to address cross-disciplinary and cross-institutional collaborations addressing grand challenges at the intersection of urbanization and river and coastal dynamics.

1-2:15 PM - SESSION 1
Pankaj Vir Gupta, Architecture, UVA; Urbanism
Richa Vuppuluri, Architecture and Engineering, UVA; Community participation
Amy Leson, ByWater Institute, Tu; Community participation and engagement in coastal and urban settings
Mead Allison, River-Coastal Science and Engineering, Tu; Riverine and coastal ecologies
Richard Campanella, Architecture and Geography, Tu; Land use and riparian evolution
Tim Christ, BuroHappold Engineering

2:15-2:45 pm - DISCUSSION

3-4:15 PM - SESSION 2
John Echeverri-Gent, Politics, UVA; Water governance
Mark Davis, ByWater Institute, Tu; Water law
Joshua Lewis, ByWater Institute, Tu; Urban water infrastructures
Winston Lung, Engineering, UVA; Water modeling
Ehab Meselhe, River-Coastal Science and Engineering, Tu; Water modeling
Derek Hooferlin, Architecture, Washington U in St Louis Design

4:15-4:45 PM - DISCUSSION

First Row Guests: Kimberly Foster [Dean, Science and Engineering, Tu], Brian T. Edwards [Dean, Liberal Arts, Tu], Suri Dietch [Dean, Professional Advancement, Tu], David Meyer [Dean, Law, Tu], Iñaki Alday [Dean, Architecture, Tu], Brian Owensby [Center for Global Inquiry and Innovation, UVA], Margarita Jover [Architecture, Tu], Judith Kinnard [Architecture, Tu], Ann Yoachim [Architecture, Tu], Casius Pealer [Architecture, Tu], Kentaro Tsubaki [Architecture, Tu], Ben Smith [Architecture, Tu], Scott Bernhard [Architecture, Tu], Carol Reese [Architecture, Tu], Nick Jenisch [Architecture, Tu], Tor Törnqvist [Earth and Environmental Sciences, Tu], Keith Clay [Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Tu], Adam Feibelman [Law, Tu], Anup Malani [U of Chicago]